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October 2, 10:00 am
Regret, Repair and Renewal
Service Leader: The Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens
Celebrant: Fr an Rodr iguez
In the midst of the Jewish High Holy Days, just a few days before Yom Kippur, we’ll reflect on the Jewish theology of redemption and fresh starts.
October 9, 10:00 am
Indigenous People’s Day
Guest Speaker: Stacia Mor fin
Celebrant: The Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens
How can historical tourism and education strengthen our understanding of
Indigenous peoples as well as our relationship with the tribes and the land?
October 16, 10:00 am
The Six Types of Courage
Service Leader: The Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens
What do physical, social, moral, emotional, intellectual and spiritual courage
look like? And how do we embrace each brave dimension in our lives?
October 23, 10:00 am
Celebrating the Living Tradition
Service Leader: The Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens
Celebrant: Elisabeth Ber linger
Our Unitarian Universalist values have been handed down from generation to
generation for hundreds of years, always evolving and changing, embodied
differently in each historical moment. This service will celebrate people of all
ages and stages in our community.
October 30, 10:00 am
Stones of Remembrance
Service Leaders: The Rev. Dr . Elizabeth Stevens and Rebecca Rod
Our annual service that remembers and honors those who have gone before
will focus this year on the many losses we’ve endured as individuals and as a
community over the years of the pandemic.

Want to Volunteer with Family Promise of the Palouse?
The UUCP is not able to host families until we are settled into our new
building. In the meantime, call FPP at 208-882-0615 to ask about volunteering. There are lots of ways you can help support the good work they do.

Moscow-Pullman Meditation Group
The UUCP's Moscow/Pullman Meditation Group is currently using alternative meeting methods—
contact Ryan Urie at ryan.urie@palouseuu.org!
You can learn more about us at nwmindfulness.wordpress.com or on Facebook at moscow / pullman
meditation group. For questions, email Ryan Urie, group facilitator, at ryan.urie@palouseuu.org
Joining a meditation group can motivate you to maintain a consistent practice!

Minister’s Pages—Minister’s Musings:
Being Brave
Next time, ask: What's the worst that will happen? expected to be in agony that night…but I wasn’t. So I
Then push yourself a little further than you dare.- decided to try pushing myself…a little further, and
Audre Lorde then a little further, and then a little further, still..
By the end of sabbatical, I could string together a
I am the furthest thing from an adrenaline junky. week’s worth of 10+ mile days. The more I hiked, the
better I felt. Now, I hike at least five miles more days
As someone with an autoimmune disease, my body
tends to take a longer time to heal than most, and so I than not, and I don’t get nervous thinking about longer
am terrified of injuries. However, I also have a love of distances, or carrying a forty pound pack and exploradventure that pulls me out of my comfort zone, and ing the backcountry.
for that, I am profoundly grateful.
I still have limits, but I’ve learned that those limWhen I was initially diagnosed back in 2010, I
its are still elastic. If I take it slowly, I can get stronger
felt old before my time. Every joint ached, and my
and more capable, even during this 2nd half of life.
fitness level was at an all time low. It hurt to carry
This is true physically. It’s also true on an emotional
laundry baskets up the stairs. With the diagnosis came and spiritual level.
some relief through medication, but also the realizaThe temptation to stick to what we know we can
tion that with this disease, I would spend the rest of
do, to restrict ourselves voluntarily in order to retain
my life fighting to keep from sliding down a slippery the safety of familiarity, keeps us from growing and
becoming. We can wind up trapped in an artificial
slope of inactivity and inflammation.
life, insulated from the wild and heartbreaking world.
I started working out on the elliptical machine
and going to yoga. By the time I moved to Moscow,
To be free and fully realized, we need to be willing to
two years later, I could hike again. I will forever be
push ourselves a little farther than we dare.
grateful to Mac Cantrell, Elisabeth Berlinger and
We can’t push ourselves too far, too fast. This
Kathie LaFortune for showing me the trails around
leads to injury and setbacks, and ultimately shrinks
here.
our lives even more. But if we don’t push ourselves at
Still, when I left for my sabbatical, I thought I
all, we descend into stagnation, which is essentially a
would never go more than five miles without pain.
premature death. So may we remain brave, willing to
But then I got lost at El Maupais National Monument leave our comfort zone and explore the unknown.
one spring day, and accidentally wound up hiking 6.5 May we keep faith with the spirit of life, and may we
trust in our own resilience and capacity to grow.
miles, more than twice what I had intended. I fully

UUCP Staff Information
Rev. Dr. Elizabeth Stevens, Minister
Please make an appointment at calendly.com/revehstevens or
call 208-310-5937.
Ginger Yoder, Director of Lifespan Religious Exploration
Office hours: Monday 10:00-2:00
Ryan Urie, Family Ministries Assistant
Email: ryan.urie@palouseuu.org
Summer Stevens, Administrative Secretary
Phone: 208-882-4328
Email: uuchurch@palouseuu.org
Office Hours: Wednesday & Friday, 9:00-2:00
Out of the office October 10-14

Sam Welsh, Music Director
musicdirector@palouseuu.org
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2022 UUCP Board
President—Judy Brown
Vice President—vacant
Recording Secretary—Dian Prorak
Fran Rodriguez
Hydee Becker
Kat Clancy
Duane DeTemple
Marcus Smith
George Newcombe
Mark Willis
Treasurer:
Sue Engels

Minister’s Pages—Church Chat:
Stewardship Campaign
I believe that money can be a tool to help us create
beloved community. Especially when we work together to direct its flow.-Rachel Maxwell

a commitment to give a dollar to the church for
every dollar you spend on fancy coffee, ski tickets,
or some other luxury items?
 Carbon Offset: What about donating a set amount
to the church for every mile you drive or fly, or
every gallon of gas? It might inspire you to shrink
your carbon footprint, as well as helping support
your beloved community.
 Every little bit counts: What about talking to your
kids about contributing some portion of their allowance? It teaches them generosity and responsible stewardship.

It’s that time of year, again. As the board prepares
for our annual meeting in December, we are trying to
put together a budget for congregational approval.
There are a number of fixed expenses that have increased as a result of being in our new building. We
need to figure out what else we can afford…and that
means having a reasonable guess at our income
through the year.
The stewardship committee will be reaching out
and asking for pledges in the weeks to come. We are
hoping for increased income to offset those increased
expenses, so that we can avoid cutting staff hours or
key ministries. Here are some things I’d invite you to
consider as we head into the Annual Giving Campaign:
 Frequency: If you only donate once a year, might
you be able to donate quarterly, monthly, or even
weekly? A pledge of $20 a week adds up to over
$1000 annually, and while many of us don’t have
the capacity to write a single check that big, by
spreading it out, we can discover a new level of
generosity.
 Matching funds: Is your church community at
least as important to you as your vacations? Or
restaurant meals? What would it feel like to make

I have tremendous faith that everything is going
to be okay. I think we will, collectively, rise to the occasion, and our community will continue to grow and
thrive. There has always been enough, and more than
enough. I don’t see any reason that that should change
just because we have a glorious, accessible, expanded
space.
I know many of us were trained to feel weird
when we talk about money. But the truth is that money is a tool, one that we at the UUCP use to make the
world a better place. We never ask anyone to give until it hurts…but do give until it feels good. I want us
all to look at the building, and all the wonderful things
our church does for the wider community…and to
think, “I had a part in creating and sustaining this
place.” There’s no better feeling.

Wholly Crones—Meeting Monthly on Zoom
Wholly Crones is a gathering of UUCP women of a certain age. We meet once a month, currently on
Zoom, from 1:30-3:00 on the first Tuesday of the month. Contact Mary Jo Hamilton if you'd like to be added
to the list to be invited. maryjomoscow@gmail.com.
The group has no formal structure. Our meetings begin with a quick checkin to catch up on each other’s lives. If they wish, members volunteer to host a
monthly meeting with ideas they select to discuss. Members of the group are
also invited to add to our question jar, which contains questions that will lead to
interesting discussions. We occasionally meet in person for a planned activity –
going out to lunch is always popular.
We are a group of friendly “life-experienced women” who socialize and
explore and discuss a variety of topics such as aging, decision making, women’s
issues, current events, medical care, priorities and spirituality in the second half
of our lives. Anything is open for discussion.
You would be most welcome.
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RE News—This Month in RE
Middle and High School Bowling Day, October 2, 1 pm, Zeppos

Join us for a day of bowling and pizza at Zeppos in Pullman. This will be a great way to reconnect as we
start the church year!

Parent Night Out, October 21, 5-8 pm

Need a break? Sign up for our next installment of Parent Night Out! We provide dinner and free childcare
for your kids on a Friday night so you can relax. Watch for a signup coming soon!

Our Whole Lives—Parent Orientation—Sunday October 9, 11:30 – 1:30

We are offering an Our Whole Lives class for our 9th-11th graders this year! Our Parent Orientation is an
important way to learn about the class, the schedule, and have any questions answered you may have. Lunch
and childcare provided.

Parent Support Group, Weds October 12 5:30-8 pm

Our first installment of Parent Support Group will be Weds Oct 12!! We are so excited to begin this program again. Everyone welcome, we will eat dinner as a group (chicken tacos + sides) and then have childcare
provided while grownups get a chance to connect and talk.

Widening the Circle of Concern and Exploring the 8th Principle
Six Wednesdays October 5-Nov 9, 6:30 - 8pm
In 2017 our “parent” organization, the UUA began a
look at systemic issues in our faith structures concerning
race and racism. The result is a study guide called
“Widening the Circle of Concern.” We are going to be using this text as a basis for a small group this fall in conjunction with the Inland Northwest UU Church in Spokane.
If this seems familiar, it is! We studied the first half
this spring and am now going to look at the second half of
the book. The group would love to welcome new participants!! It will be easy to “catch up” by reading the first half
of the book before our first meeting which is available to
download from https://www.uua.org/uuagovernance/
committees/cic/widening, and we have our own hard copies
to give out.
Facilitators are Erin Fitzgerald, INUUC; Ginger Yoder, Church of the Palouse, and Lannie MacAndrea,
INUUC.

October Month of Sundays—Community Action Center/Partnership

The Month of Sundays recipients for September are the Community Action Partnership of Idaho and the
Pullman Community Action Center serving Whitman County.
The Community Action Partnership provides help with housing, gas vouchers, and utilities. Community
Action changes people’s lives, embodies the spirit of hope, improves communities, and makes America a better place to live.
Pullman Community Action Center provides a variety of affordable housing programs for community members who need access to safe, available, and affordable housing options. Since 1988 Community Action Center has been a primary resource for over 11,000 people living in poverty in Whitman County including your
neighbors, co-workers, students.
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Communication & Connection
You know the thing about “if a butterfly
flaps its wings” in, oh say, Moscow, it will be
felt in, oh say, the Antarctic or the Sahara or
the lunar Sea of Crisis. With the extensive
breadth that that metaphor projects, there is a
foundational germ of reality. Micro-adjustments in air
currents will accumulate, resulting in weather and climate changes. Corollaries to be thought of are biomedical implications and engineering innovations
from the animal and plant world that could co-create
our emergent world.
Many unassuming species hold the key to treatment miracles. Others provide insight to advances in
building materials and design. Have we not historically observed and incorporated Nature’s ways in order
to survive and thrive? These days, however, as we pell
-mell overwhelm species and habitats into extinction,
have we become as myopic as king Midas to our severe detriment and to those countless non-human lives
we share interbeing with?
Even if only considered in pragmatic and financial terms, could we get more people, corporations,
politicians, and well, everyone on board with the saving and fostering of land and species? Could we engage a tug-of-war mentality to a holistic position?
How do we entice the hard-core obdurate ones to become something of a butterfly?
Saving a butterfly is a concrete starting point and
a powerful messaging device for the broader mission.
Remember the aforementioned moon, meaning when
we travel to the stars, we need to take our butterfly
consciousness with us. It is as essential as rocket fuel.
Therein is another key. To sustain the journey, we

must become adept with the connections within all space—inner as well as outer space—and
not blindly fixate only on the gold in the distance. As might be said, distance is just geography. Connection, unity, and an evolution in
compassion at all levels is both a survival and spiritual
imperative.
So, start with a butterfly and start with? Perhaps a
neighbor? One that’s different than us, and perhaps
overlooked and undervalued. Or one that has a propensity to eat our precious foliage but who has value
of its own. In other words, to appreciate what initially
appears unworthy; and then, to convince others still
locked in a bias that we are all in this together and
have purpose and kinship.
It’s one thing to communicate through a gorgeous
butterfly, or an alien-looking but fascinating caterpillar. Even at that, we haven’t yet saved the butterfly.
It’s quite another to communicate through skewed politics, religions, socioeconomics, scarcity, and an intensely uncomfortable long list of perceived grievances, real fears, and persistent inequities.
Yet, that is the task before us. To meet it, we need
a Herculean language, a baseline music of the spheres
that sings to the soul, and a finely-tuned ear. We need
heart when heart feels nearly impossible to come by.
We need to know that we need each other and to believe we are each other. At all levels.
Buckle up. We’re headed for the stars. Imagine
what wonders are there. Imagine what wonders are
within us to propel us forward, beyond barriers and
disagreement. Imagine.
—Victoria Seever

NEW TO UU WORKSHOP
Are you a newcomer at UUCP? Would you like to know more about us? Please consider joining Rev.
Elizabeth Stevens for a NEW to UU Workshop and light lunch. There will be time to get acquainted
and ask questions as you are introduced to Unitarian Universalism, including a little history and understanding of our shared values and principles. You will come away with a better understanding of what
our congregants love about this church and what keeps us coming back for more at the UUCP.
When? Sunday, October 16, 11:30 am -1:00 pm
Where? The UU Chur ch Fellowship Hall (basement)
RSVP please to: Summer , our administr ative secr etar y at the chur ch office,
208-882-4328 or uuchurch@palouseuu.org
or Elisabeth Berlinger, eberlinger@yahoo.com, 208-883-4395
Child care is available upon advance request.
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New Member Ceremony October 23
Ready to Join UUCP ?? Sunday October 23 we will have a New Member ceremony as part of the service. If
you are ready to officially join the church, please let Rev. Elizabeth (revehstevens@gmail.com) or Elisabeth
Berlinger (eberlinger@yahoo.com) know beforehand. You will be asked to submit a very short biography.

Message from the Board
“Mugwump” was one of my mother’s favorite
words. It means a person who is indecisive, who sits
on the fence (too long). I’ve been a total mugwump in
thinking about this month’s message from the board.
At our board meeting, we opted not to submit a newsletter piece this month since no one could think of anything pressing needing to be said—unless, that is,
someone had a last-minute brainstorm. In the back of
my mind, a niggling voice kept asking “Is this a
missed opportunity??” Actually, there are quite a few
important decisions needing to be made between now
and the end of the year, so I’ll use this opportunity to
give folks a heads-up.
This has been a year of considerable change for
the board and church governance as well as for the
congregation as a whole. Last month, after some nine
years as church treasurer, Judy LaLonde announced
her resignation, effective September 30. Fortunately,
preparation for this transition has been underway for
some time and the board will consider appointing Sue
Engels, a retired CPA, as church treasurer at the next
board meeting. We extend bushels and bushels of
thanks and gratitude to Judy for her many years as our
treasurer!
In addition, George Newcombe resigned from the
board, having found the commitment more than he
could meet right now. Then … Judy LaLonde expressed a willingness to fill out George’s term. The
board will also consider this appointment at our next
meeting. Judy’s long experience with church budgets

and, more generally, her long UUCP institutional
memory would be an asset for the board. Thank you to
both George and Judy for their willingness to serve.
This brings me to the church budget for 2023,
which is under development and presents some unique
challenges. For one, the current high rate of inflation
means cost of living adjustments for staff will be a
considerably larger budget item has been usual in recent years. For another, we are still getting used to our
new and much larger building and don’t quite know
yet what that will mean in terms of higher utility bills,
maintenance costs and so on. Then there are the remaining building expenses, which the balance in the
building fund does not currently completely cover.
How much of the uncovered expenses should be converted to a mortgage? Or would this be an appropriate
use for some of our endowment funds? Discussion of
these issues will be ongoing over the next couple of
months as the development of the budget continues,
and as the annual stewardship drive gets underway. If
you have input you wish to have considered, contact a
member of the finance committee. The stewardship
drive will also offer opportunities to provide input.
Hopefully we will all also start considering what financial contribution we can make to the church next
year.
Stay tuned. The end of the year will be here before we know it!
—Judy Brown, Board President

August Board Meeting Summary






Board voted to allocate Donal Wilkinson’s $5000 bequest to the children’s playground
Elizabeth will be featured in an article in the Moscow
Pullman Daily News on 8/20 and will be interviewed for
a future piece on NBC Dateline.
Work is ongoing to develop a document retention policy
We are making progress on getting technology for hybrid
board meetings
The Board decided to continue the same Covid safety
policies for now
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September
Board Meeting Summary





Approved purchase of new chairs
Judy LaLonde will be retiring as Treasurer after 8 years
Playground think group is working on a
playground plan.
Safety Committee will convene to work
on safety and security issues.

Chalice Lighters Need Your Help
In light of our support for our building project and other community service
programs, we UUCP members and friends have recently shown to be an incredibly generous people.
Now, as “ambassador” for our church’s participation in the UUA’s Chalice
Lighter program, I’m asking if you might consider making one more small donation as a Chalice Lighter that can have a BIG impact on our neighboring UU congregations, as well as our own church.
Chalice Lighter programs started in the 1980s to promote and spread the values of Unitarian Universalists through grants given to fund projects, grow congregations, expand programs, and enhance professional staff, as well as meeting other
church program funding needs.
During each church year, three “Calls” (Fall, Winter and Spring) are issued to
all Chalice Lighters to donate $20 per call, for a total of $60/yr. ($120 for a spouse/partner). That’s only the
cost of a large Caffe Latte per person each month!
The call recipient is selected by the Board of Directors with advice from the regional coordinator.
Congregations wishing to be considered for a grant, submit an application detailing the scope, purpose,
and budget of their project. As a Chalice Lighter, you will often be informed of who or what will be receiving
the grant when they contribute.
To qualify for a Chalice Lighter grant, a congregation should be an “Honor Congregation” with the Unitarian Universalist Association by contributing their “fair share” of annual dues. The UUCP also needs to have
30% of our members be active Chalice Lighters.
If you would be willing to join us, here is a link for signing up and making a donation:
https://secure.lglforms.com/form_engine/s/b0IEDah_hmrDZbisAu5Kyw
If you could let me know you've joined us an active CL'er donor (I've already heard from many of you
who are active donors), I'd really appreciate it -- and thanks for your help! If you are already a UUCP Chalice
Lighter, thank you for your generosity!
More information about the PNW’s Chalice Lighter program, including ways to make your donation, is
available at: https://cascadiauu.org/chalice-lighters/become-a-chalice-lighter/
Thank you in advance for giving this your attention and considering supporting the UUCP’s Chalice
Lighter program!
Chuck Harris, Ambassador, UUCP Chalice Lighter Program
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Dreams & Schemes

Ideas for using our new building
Collected at the September 25, 2022 service
























Weekday pizza lunch geared toward High Schoolers
Chant & meditation style evening worship
Adult classes discussing the Seven Principles &
Six Resources (or sermons)
Make the street dance an annual event
Small events for the community a couple of times
a year. Our summer celebration concert was one,
but they should vary in activity.
Arts related RE for adults
Offer classes in Basic Life Skills, such as sewing,
cooking, knitting
A retreat, to be able to take a moment out of our
hectic lives. To have a place to sit and relax over a
cup of tea or coffee, before going out again to try
to make the world a better place. It can be so tiring
sometimes.
Have it open to the public too.
Annual by donation or no-cost rummage sale for
the community. Supports households in need and
supports recycling.
Social events for the after parenthood/not retired
crowd.
Offer use of our spaces for no fee for non-profit
organizations just starting/in their first year of existence.
In the back of church, a quiet meditative garden
with bench
A “Singing School”. This idea was once common
in our country. People would learn how to sing,
harmonize, make music. No special talent or ability to read music required.
Sponsor & provide facilities for community potlucks, especially for special occasions (like birthdays) & holiday meals.
Children’s singing and other programs in front of
the congregation.
Reinstate Circle Suppers.
We have a lot to offer with our progressive liberal
church—a more active advertising program.
Music concerts/community chamber
Interdenominational services
Book fairs, plant sales, game nights for a cause,
CPR classes
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Potlucks for animal justice; dance workshops
Space for community gatherings, school performances
Community garden
Pre-school/day school
I’d love to see a program from UUCP to reach
High School students, especially those who don’t
fit in. Maybe gathering after school for a snack
once a week?
Intergenerational Reading Program—kids read
books to older generations for connection & literary practice. Right after church would be great timing.
Yoga!
Community Dinners, Game Nights, Block Parties—similar to Open House
Family Nights
Food bank for needy
After school program for working parents
Hold music events here, concerts, coffee house
shows to offer the community and make them
aware of us.
Hold “Brain Storming” sessions for problem solving
Continue to show our community how our facility
can contribute to an understanding of ways forward to sustainability, especially with climate
change
Plan to be able to open the building for freezing
days & too hot days for those who need shelter
then.
Adult education—evaluate needs/wants—crafts?
Current events? History? Finance?
Events related to other community happenings:
County Fair, could have children’s craft making
the week before; Renaissance Fair
UUCP+ (expand); hiking/play group for dogs &
owners
Rehearsal/performance space for local musical
groups
Encourage formation of musical groups
Develop an inclusive preschool program
Reach out to—even invite—immigrant & migrant
communities to the Palouse (OK—let’s meet in the


























new 3rd floor space to organize this)
Outdoor benches, chairs, & tables on patio
Parkinson's & MS support groups, and perhaps a
movement class to further help
I see a full sign-up every time we host Family
Promise. Yes we have showers onsite & an elevator, more people coming to church translates
into more willing hands!
Return to Vespers both for the church & also for
the community
Adult day care
After school activities, book clubs, counseling
people on job skills
Cultural cooking classes/demonstrations
Feed the hungry
I would love for our kitchen to be used to feed
community—through soup exchange within the
church, and a regular community meal (at holidays?) offered to the broader community.
Cross-denominational celebrations/feasts
(hopefully UUs and everyone is invited) (i.e. Seder/Passover, Ramadan, etc.)
Tarot card readings after service
Connect/educate/motivate University students re:
restrictive reproductive laws
An assigned time/s when Sanctuary is open for
quiet time—sitting, praying, gathering one’s feelings, without outside input or expectations.
Develop some sort of Mandala—not have space
for physical std. one—but maybe using a
“walking” or “thought” path—similar to Catholic
Stations of the Cross but as a meditative Mandala
walk
Yoga, breathwork clinic, meditation
Special Time, Date, Space for groups to schedule
(1) Native American (Moscow w/Pullman), (2)
Students (foreign) attending WSU, Idaho, (3)
Handicapped people, (4) Invite rep from all the
groups we give $ to, to assemble to “break
bread” together
Host some kind of community food event (like a
“soup kitchen” but the connotations of that
phrase are unfortunate, I think) maybe monthly,
where all are welcome w/out charge
Spaces to make & display art by members including children
Resume the Dinners (I forget the name) to raise
funds for groups w/in congregation, including
youth activities
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Offering space for Zen meditation or other types
of meditation to the community and church members as well. Many of the local groups have lost
their meeting spaces and have dwindled in members due to COVID. And we could bring in
teachers from the outside to inform church members of the how and why to meditate.
Collaborate with Inland Oasis in some way?
Cooking classes
Other learn-to-do classes that bring people together for 2-3 sessions
Vacation church school
Monthly meetings purely for fellowship—you
don’t need to be a member
I love to dance, so every space is seen with the
eye toward How is it suited to accommodate
dance—stretching, warming up, music, balance,
comfortable to allow the body to explore responding to music, beats, natural sounds of wind
& water etcetera…
(These already exist: ) Continue book group(s)
with social justice focus, open to UUCP and others; Family camping
Create our own version of a Little Free Library—
but maybe the expectation that books are always
returned and shared again. Emphasizing diverse
and inclusive books, thinking about books as
windows and mirrors. We can learn about others
and share our own perspectives.
Invite submissions from local artists on a theme
and use the space as a temporary art gallery to
display the artwork. Host an evening event where
the community can attend.
Hold a multi-week class/small group for members of the congregation who want to improve
their relationships.
Let’s encourage as many live music events as
may come our way
Continue vigorous support for family and children
Be open to working with indigenous causes and
exploring systemic racism and how to address
changes
I am formulating a nonprofit that will bring together teens who are struggling with isolation,
anxiety and hopelessness—and provide a sense
of community and purpose. Mindfulness practices, volunteerism, and self compassion—and compassion for others—will be a large part of the
missing. We will need space to meet. : )

UUCP

Unitarian Universalist Church of the Palouse
PO Box 9342
Moscow, ID 83843
Return Service Requested
Mail Pledge Payments to address above

REFUSED

If you no longer wish to receive this
newsletter, please check the box
above and return.
We pay the postage. Thank you.

General Church Information

UUCP Phone: 208-882-4328
Office Email: uuchurch@palouseuu.org
Rev. Dr. Elizabeth Stevens, Minister
Sue Engels, Treasurer
http://www.palouseuu.org

Would you like to receive email updates from the UUCP?
Sign me up for the UUCP list, which receives notices of UUCP events, activities, etc.
Sign me up for the Non-UUCP list, which receives notices of events, activities, etc. not directly related to the UUCP but of likely interest to our members and friends.
My email address is:
(please print clearly!)
Please update my email address!
New email address:
Old email address:
Please print clearly.
Place in drop box into church office, email uuchurch@palouseuu.org,
OR mail to UUCP, PO Box 9342, Moscow, ID 83843
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